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a b s t r a c t
When remembering an event, not only do we recollect what happened, when and where it happened, but
also how it unfolded over time. What aspects of events are encoded in memory to support this recollection? This question is central for understanding the nature of event memories and our reconstruction of
the time passed. In this article, we investigate how the spontaneous encoding of unfamiliar animations
during learning inﬂuences the recollection of how these animations unfold. Speciﬁcally, we examine
two structural properties of dynamic event sequences known to modulate the amount of information
encoded in memory: the perceived number of sub-events and their perceived similarity. We found that
despite clock duration remaining constant, more sub-events and less similar ones led to longer recognition memory latencies, duration judgments and mental event replaying. In particular, across stimulus
animations, both the perceived number of sub-events and their degree of similarity contributed to the
prediction of duration judgments and the length of mental event reproductions. Results indicate that
the number and nature of sub-events in a sequence modulate how we reconstruct its duration and temporal unfolding, thus suggesting that these event properties, which mediate the amount of information
encoded for an event, modulate the subsequent recollection of its temporal unfolding.
Ó 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

We represent events as unfolding over time. If we have experienced an event a few times—for example a video clip of someone
performing dance moves—we can later mentally replay what happened and judge its duration relative to other events in memory.
The more we experience different instances of an event, the more
we are able to talk and reason about it and to physically or mentally reproduce it. This ability is critical in learning and storing
information about the world, and in recounting or evaluating
learned information. Thus, how do we reconstruct the unfolding
of an event from memory? And speciﬁcally, after repeated exposure, what event properties are retained when recalling it?
Previous research in event perception and memory suggests
that people’s event representations are mediated by the perceptual
analysis performed during encoding (Kurby & Zacks, 2008). We
naturally and consistently segment our experience into units, and
the grain of this segmentation during encoding—whether it is in
large or ﬁne-grained units—determines the richness of subsequent
recall (Hanson & Hirst, 1989; Zacks, Speer, Swallow, Braver, &
Reynolds, 2007). Segmentation of familiar experiences (e.g.,
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cooking) is guided by previously learned event schemas stored in
long-term semantic memory, as we already know what to expect.
However, the segmentation of unfamiliar events, like those used in
the experiments reported here, relies more heavily on bottom-up
(sensory) and subsequent pattern recognition cues. For example,
an individual may initially rely on a sensory change (e.g., changes
in motion path (Zacks, 2004)) and eventually, over repeated exposures, may recognize segments of experience that tend to co-occur
or pattern together in different contexts (Fiser & Aslin, 2002;
Gómez & Gerken, 2000; Orbán, Fiser, Aslin, & Lengyel, 2008).
Indeed, statistical learning studies using unfamiliar stimuli
(syllables, shapes) have shown that babies and adults alike
automatically track such regularities in the absence of previous
relevant knowledge.
Much of this research however has been focused on what we
remember of events and how we update and store information as
we face the ﬂow of experiences (Radvansky & Copeland, 2006;
Zacks, Speer, & Reynolds, 2009; Zacks et al., 2007; Zwaan &
Radvansky, 1998). Here, we ask whether the organization of
unfamiliar events into naturally occurring units also modulates
the episodic memory representation of how they unfold and how
long we remember them to be. In particular, we examine how
perceived structural characteristics of dynamic events—sub-event
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similarity and number of sub-events—modulate memory representations. These structural characteristics are known to operate in
memory encoding, learning and retrieval (Miller, 1956; Sloutsky,
2003). Indeed, the more segments a person can ﬁnd in a sequence
of events—e.g., in a ﬁlm—the more information that person can
store and subsequently retrieve about that sequence (Boltz,
1992; Hanson & Hirst, 1989; Zacks et al., 2007). Likewise, similarity
between events, and particularly, the repetition of similar events in
variable contexts, leads to more efﬁcient encoding, as shown by
statistical learning and memory research (Avrahami & Kareev,
1994; Bellezza & Young, 1989; Brady, Konkle, & Alvarez, 2009;
Melton, 1967). Over several exposures, similar or repeating events
tend to be chunked into one schema in memory, whereas dissimilar events are likely to be stored in distinct units, resulting in more
stored information. Indeed, in a previous study, we found that after
learning, events composed of repeating sub-events are recognized
faster and judged shorter than events composed of dissimilar
sub-events, suggesting that repeating events are encoded into simpler structures (Faber & Gennari, 2015). Taken together, these ﬁndings suggest that segmental and similarity structure appears to
lead to more stored and recollected information.
The present studies therefore investigate the role of these structural characteristics in retrospective duration judgments and event
reconstructions as supported by previously encoded event representations (episodic memory). Since our previous study focused
primarily on similarity and examined a small unsystematic item
set, we aim to generalize and extend these ﬁndings, and more
importantly, to assess on an item-by-item bases the relative contribution of the number of perceived segments and their similarity.
We hypothesize that both these event properties should independently contribute to the items’ encoding and thus, explain orthogonal portions of variance in individual items’ responses: The more
units or the more dissimilar units we recollect about an event, the
longer it is remembered to be and the longer it takes to mentally
replay. This is because the more information we store as a function
of each segmental and similarity structure, the more we recollect
about an event and the longer that event takes to mentally reconstruct from memory. Speciﬁcally, we predict that as the perceived
number of sub-events increases and the similarity between them
decreases, longer event representations should be reconstructed,
even when clock duration remains constant.
To test this hypothesis, we asked participants to study the content of novel stimulus animations (i.e., what happens in the

animations) over several exposures for a subsequent memory test.
A paired-associate learning paradigm was used such that each animation was paired with a still-frame (the cue frame of Fig. 1) to be
used as the cue to retrieve the animation content in subsequent
tasks. The stimulus animations depicted unfamiliar events consisting of various geometric shapes moving, changing or causing
changes. These animations were grouped into triads of three conditions of identical clock duration (see Fig. 1): the basic condition
contained a basic sequence; the numerous condition comprised of
the same basic sequence but with an added consistent change;
the dissimilar condition was like the numerous condition, but this
time the added changes were different in nature. After learning,
participants performed a memory task in which they indicated
whether a series of still frames belonged to the studied animations.
The main purpose of this task was to establish whether participants learned the animations. Finally, participants were given
additional surprise tasks designed to probe their mental representation of the events’ unfolding. Experiment 1 used a duration judgment task and Experiment 2 a mental replay task. Thus,
participants did not know in advance the nature of these tasks
and had to base their judgment on whatever information they
had encoded during learning. See Fig. 2 for a schematic representation of the tasks and trial structure.
This experimental setup encouraged participants to learn and
deeply encode the animations according to perceived properties,
rather than speciﬁc event schemas already stored in semantic
memory. Nevertheless, the event structures investigated here
resemble structures or event schemas attested in the real world.
Indeed, many ordinary events are made up of similar repetitive
sub-events, e.g., walking and hammering, whereas others are made
up of different or variable sub-events, e.g., building a house and
cooking, and are thus comparable to our basic and numerous conditions on the one hand, and the dissimilar condition on the other
hand. This resemblance provides an opportunity to infer how we
spontaneously structure unfamiliar dynamic events like those
found in the real world in the course of learning. Our approach is
thus concerned with the spontaneous event memory representations emerging from learning that are then retrospectively relied
upon to reconstruct an event and its duration.
In this respect, the approach contrasts with time perception
studies and previous retrospective time studies. In time perception
studies, participants are instructed to attend to or monitor stimulus
duration, and thus they may attempt to time the stimuli or engage

Fig. 1. Example of two stimulus triads (top and bottom rows). Dotted arrows indicate the path of motion. Cue frames were learned together with the animations and were
used as a reminder of the animation content in subsequent tests after learning.
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the tasks and trial structure in Experiments 1 and 2.

in time-keeping strategies to immediately reproduce duration,
judge it numerically or compare it to some other interval (Brown,
1995; Brown & Boltz, 2002; Grondin, 2010; Liverence & Scholl,
2012; Waldum & Sahakyan, 2012). Because of the nature of the task
in timing paradigms, they are generally considered to target different cognitive processes from retrospective paradigms, in which
participants do not attend to duration but rather reconstruct or
infer it from whatever they have attended to during stimulus processing (Block & Zakay, 1997; Grondin, 2001, 2010; Zakay, 1993).
All of these time studies attempt to understand how duration is
judged or timed from a single stimulus experience, often composed
of words or arbitrary stimuli. In contrast, here we examine how
equally long novel dynamic events, which vary in segmental and
similarity structure, are learned and later reconstructed from episodic memory. We thus aim to contribute to the understanding of episodic event representations, and event cognition more generally.

1. Experiment 1: Recognition memory and retrospective scalar
duration judgment
In this experiment, we investigate whether recognition memory
and scalar duration judgments are modulated by the perceived

segmental and similarity structure of the remembered stimuli. To
this end, we created a set of animations that varied in event structure properties (Fig. 1) and asked a set of independent participants
to judge both the number of segments and their similarity. These
judgments conﬁrmed our intuitions that the basic and the dissimilar conditions differed in both number of segments and similarity,
whereas the numerous condition only differed from the basic one
in number of segments, although this difference was relatively
small. On the assumption that changes in these event properties
lead to more stored information during learning and encoding,
and thus lead to more recollected information during duration
judgments, we predicted a positive trend across the conditions’
means such that the basic and the dissimilar conditions would
show the largest difference, with the numerous condition located
somewhere in this continuum. To statistically examine the relative
role of each event structure property, and in particular, whether
they make an independent contribution to performance, we
conducted step-wise regression analyses on an item-by-item basis,
which captures stimulus individual properties more precisely than
our grouping conditions. These analyses allow examining the proportion of variance accounted for at each step over and above
other predictors by computing the R2 change statistics. Thus, we
would expect that if say, similarity has a contribution separately
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from segmentation, it should signiﬁcantly increase the variance
accounted for by previously entered predictors, such as
segmentation.
We conducted two tasks in this experiment after the learning
phase. The recognition memory task was primarily conducted to
obtain accuracy measures that could be used to exclude poor
learners and match conditions, thus reducing the likelihood that
the subsequent duration judgments would be contaminated with
guesses due to poor learning of one condition over another.
However, our previous study has shown that recognition latencies
appear to increase for events with dissimilar sub-events (Faber &
Gennari, 2015), suggesting that some aspects of the animation content were retrieved during the task. Indeed, this is generally
expected in recognition tasks with paired-associate learning and
highly similar seen and unseen items, as is the case in our task
(Malmberg, 2008; Yonelinas, 2002). Thus, if participants recollect
some event information to inform their recognition decisions, a
main effect of condition can be expected in the recognition task,
with a speciﬁc positive increase between the basic and the dissimilar conditions.
The main test of our hypotheses was nevertheless the duration
judgment task. In this task, participants were presented with a
scale (1 indicating very short durations and 7 representing very
long durations in comparison with the other studied animations)
and were asked to locate each studied animation on this scale.
The shortest and the longest animations in the study set were indicated to participants during instructions so that the task required a
relative judgment, i.e., judging the duration of each animation relative to the studied set anchored in the shortest and the longest
studied animations. We expected this task to provide information
about the nature of the memory representations underlying the
duration judgment, because providing this judgment involves
retrieving qualitative aspects of the animation content concerning
its temporal development.
1.1. Methods
1.1.1. Participants
A total of 83 native English speakers who were students at the
University of York were tested (35% males). Of these, eight participants were excluded for poor memory performance. The exclusion
criteria aimed to match correct recognition across conditions to
minimize the inﬂuence of guessing or weak memory content in
the duration judgment tasks and to guarantee equal number of
participants contributing to each list. Thus, seven participants
who had recognition accuracy below 50% in one of the condition
or an overall false alarm rate above 50% were excluded (to maintain a counterbalanced number of participants per list, one additional participant with the next worst memory performance for
that list was excluded). This resulted in correct recognition performance, the latencies of which were used as dependent measure,
being matched across conditions (percentage correct for basic condition (i.e., hits): M = 90%, numerous condition: M = 91%, dissimilar
condition: M = 87%; Friedman’s test = n.s.).
1.1.2. Stimuli
We created 28 animation triads using Adobe Flash CS5.5, each
lasting an integer number of seconds (varying between 3 and 9 s,
four animation triads for each of the seven time bins). Triad members had the same clock duration and were arranged into three
conditions (Fig. 1): a basic event sequence containing a repeating
or stable motion of a shape (basic condition), a sequence with a
repeating change (e.g., displacement) added onto the basic motion
(numerous condition), and a sequence like the numerous one but
with dissimilar changes (e.g., displacement and disappearance)

(dissimilar condition). The basic version in a triad was systematically modiﬁed into the numerous version, which in turn was modiﬁed into the dissimilar one, keeping speed of motion constant.
Across triads, shapes, motion and changes were visually different
to prevent memory interference. The stimuli also included, for each
triad, a single still frame extracted from near the beginning of the
triad animations (one still frame per triad common to all the triad
members). These cue frames were used as a retrieval cue in the
memory and duration judgment tasks (see Fig. 1). Two additional
anchor animations (lasting 2 and 10 s respectively) and corresponding cue-frames were also created for use in the duration judgment
task.
1.1.2.1. Pre-test studies
In order to examine the distribution of stimulus properties
across our grouping categories, separate sets of participants provided similarity and number of sub-event judgments. Two
web-based questionnaires were conducted with independent
observers. Stimuli were organized in three lists as in the main
study (see below). A total of 121 English speakers recruited
through the Mechanical Turk completed the questionnaires but
four participants were excluded from the segmentation data due
to their idiosyncratic scores (they occurred only once in the
responses to each animation). A total of 87 participants were used
in the segmentation task (29 per list, mean age = 34.6, 52% males)
and a total of 30 participants were used in the similarity task (10
per list, mean age = 38.7, 46% males). The web-link provided to
participants directed them to a custom-built web page containing
a list of our stimulus animations. The similarity questionnaire
asked participants to judge how similar the events within each animation were to one another in a scale of 1–7 (1 = not similar at all,
7 = very similar). Examples were provided indicating the extreme
points of the scale. The animation could be watched as many times
as desired by clicking a play button. The order of the animations in
the webpage was random. Table 1 shows the mean similarity ratings and sub-event scores for each condition. Animations in the
numerous condition were judged to contain similar sub-events to
a comparable extent as the sub-events of the basic condition. In
contrast, animations in the dissimilar condition were judged to
contain less similar sub-events. Repeated measures ANOVA with
items as a random factor and similarity rating as dependent variable indicated that there was a main effect of condition
(F(2, 54) = 27.05, p < .001; g2 = .50), and all pair-wise comparisons
were highly signiﬁcant (all p’s < .001) except for that between the
basic and the numerous conditions.
The sub-event questionnaire used instructions similar to those
in segmentation studies (Zacks, Tversky, & Iyer, 2001).
Participants indicated the number of instances in which a smallest
natural and meaningful unit within the animation ﬁnishes and
another starts. They were told to watch the animation several
times and count these instances. As shown in Table 1, larger number of sub-events were perceived in the numerous and dissimilar
conditions compared to the basic condition. Repeated measures
ANOVA with items as a random factor and mean number of
sub-events as dependent variable indicated a main effect of

Table 1
Mean responses per condition in pre-test studies.
Condition
Event properties

Basic

Numerous

Dissimilar

Number of sub-events
Sub-event similarity rating
(1–7 scale)

4.50 (1.79)
5.06 (1.26)

4.73 (1.87)
5.07 (.94)

4.85 (1.85)
3.89 (1.14)

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
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condition (F(2, 54) = 5.53, p = .007; g2 = .17) with all pairwise comparisons being signiﬁcant (all p’s < .05) except for that between the
numerous and the dissimilar conditions. Note that the mean
sub-event score differences between the basic and the numerous
or dissimilar conditions were relatively small, compared to other
segmentation studies. This is because numbers of segments across
items varied greatly (e.g., a short three-second animation, however
complex, is bound to have fewer sub-events than a nine-second
animation). Because of this variability, it is important to examine
the relationship between stimulus properties and our dependent
variables on an item-by-item basis, as reported later.
1.1.3. Design and procedure
The experimental items were arranged in three lists of 28 animations. Each list contained only one member of each triad (either
basic, numerous or dissimilar) but all conditions across triads.
Participants were then randomly assigned to one of these lists. In
the study task, a list of 28 animations plus the two anchor animations (30 animations in total), paired with the corresponding
cue-frames, was presented. Each participant was shown his/her
assigned list three times in different random orders. Each trial in
this task showed the cue-frame for 2 s followed by its associated
animation. When the animation ﬁnished, a new display prompted
for a key press to see the next animation. Participants were
instructed to study the content of the animations (i.e., what happens in the animation) with their paired frames, which were to
be used in a subsequent memory test as a reminder of the animation content.
In the recognition memory task, the 30 cue-frames that a participant had studied plus 30 foil-frames (similar frames to those studied but previously unseen) were presented in random order.
Participants indicated whether each frame belonged to one of the
studied animations by pressing a YES or NO key. The number of
YES and NO responses was equal. A ﬁxation cross was presented
on the screen immediately after a participant response was
recorded and its duration varied randomly between 1 and 3 s.
The foil-frames were extracted from a triad member not studied
in the list (e.g., if the basic condition was studied for triad 1, the
foil-frame was a middle or late frame from the numerous or dissimilar conditions), thus keeping foils and cue-frames fairly similar
and requiring detailed knowledge of the animations.
As indicated above, the proportion of correct recognition was
similar across conditions. Overall correct performance was high,
with correct recognition and correct rejections averaging 87%
across participants. Correct performance for the anchor animations
and their foils was also high (mean correct responses across participants = 89%). False alarms averaged 15% across participants.
However, compared across conditions, there were more false
alarms in the more complex conditions (basic = 2%, numerous = 17%, dissimilar = 27%) suggesting that discrimination was
more difﬁcult for these conditions, as there were more opportunities to make mistakes when more features or changes were
involved. From this task, we only analyzed response latencies to
YES-correct responses. Outlier recognition latencies longer than 3
standard deviations from each participant’s mean were excluded
from these data (less than 4% of the data) (Ratcliff, 1993). Note that
analyses conducted with response times or their log-transforms as
dependent variables had an identical pattern of results. Statistics
for this and subsequent measures were calculated using standard
analysis of variance (repeated measures ANOVA with subjects or
items as random factors) because mixed effect models did not provide a convergent solution.
Finally, in the surprise duration judgment task, participants were
shown the studied cue-frames in random order and were asked to
indicate the duration of its associated animation on a 1–7 scale

(1 = very short, 7 = very long). Instructions indicated (by displaying
the anchor animations’ cue-frames) that the anchor animations
were the shortest and longest in the studied set and where outside
of the scale (i.e., equivalent to the 0 and 8th point in the scale). The
objective was to indicate that the whole 1–7 scale should be used
in providing the judgments. Randomly varied inter-trail times
were used as in the recognition task. Note that alternative tasks
used in time perception studies were deemed less appropriate
because they provide more indirect links to the underlying event
memory, e.g., by requiring the translation of the studied event content into clock time (e.g., seconds), or by introducing a ‘‘standard’’
duration for comparison during testing, which would involve comparing different kinds of memory representations both in degree of
encoding and their nature. In this respect, our anchor animations,
which are learned along the stimulus set, provide better standards
for comparison. Given the high memory accuracy across participants, we report results including all ratings except for 38 trials
out of a total of 2100 trials in which a participant took longer than
10 s to respond, which were deemed unlikely to represent a conﬁdent judgment. Nevertheless, analyses excluding items on the
bases of memory performance revealed the same pattern of results
(e.g., excluding items whose cue-frames and cue-foils were incorrectly rejected or accepted).
1.2. Results
1.2.1. Memory judgment latencies
We expected that if sub-event and similarity structures are
re-activated in this task, a main effect of condition should be
observed in response latencies, with positive trends reﬂecting the
re-activation of more event properties across conditions. Mean
response latencies for correctly recognized items are shown in
Table 2. On average, the items in the numerous condition took
113 ms longer to be correctly recognized than the basic condition,
whereas the items in the dissimilar condition took 150 ms longer
than the basic condition. Statistics conducted on log-transformed
mean response latencies indicated a main effect of condition
(F1(2, 148) = 6.25, p = .002, g2 = .08; F2(2, 54) = 4.97, p = .01,
g2 = .16). To test that positive trends across conditions indeed
explained most of the variance in the data, as predicted, we conducted planned contrasts for positive trends, which assign the
weights 1, 0 and +1 to the basic, numerous and dissimilar conditions respectively, and then checked that the residual variance of
this trend was not signiﬁcant (Hays, 1981). Positive trends were
evident in the data (F1(1, 74) = 11.06, p = .001, g2 = .13,
F2(1, 27) = 8.27, p = .008, g2 = .23) and the residual variance was
not signiﬁcant (F1(1, 74) = 1.6, p = n.s., F2(1, 27) = 2, p = n.s.). This
suggests, as the means indicate, that the numerous condition
was placed along the basic-dissimilar continuum, as there was
no additional variance to be explained by some other pattern.
These results therefore indicate that structural properties attended
to during encoding were recollected during recognition memory,
with more encoded information leading to increased latencies,
consistent with many paired-associate memory studies
(Yonelinas, 1999, 2001).

Table 2
Response latencies and duration judgments in Experiment 1.
Condition
Task and measure

Basic

Numerous

Dissimilar

Recognition – correct trials (ms) 1466 (31.47) 1579 (33.28) 1616 (28.39)
Duration rating (1–7 score)
3.86 (0.04)
4.03 (0.05)
4.13 (0.05)
Note: Standard errors are provided in parentheses and were computed following
Loftus and Mason (1994).
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1.2.2. Duration judgment task
We expected that if the number of sub-events and their dissimilarity modulate the memory representation of the events’ unfolding—and from this, the duration judgment—the attributed duration
should vary across conditions following a positive trend, despite
clock duration remaining constant. Table 2 displays the mean
ratings for the conditions, which differed signiﬁcantly
(F1(2, 148) = 5.54, p = .005, g2 = .07; F2(2, 54) = 3.23, p = .05,
g2 = .11). The dissimilar condition was judged longer than any
other condition, and the numerous condition was also judged
longer than the basic condition. As in the recognition latencies,
the ratings showed positive trends (F1(1, 74) = 11.95, p = .001,
g2 = .14; F2(1, 27) = 5.99, p = .02, g2 = .18), with no remaining significant variance in the data (F1(1, 74) = 0.23, p = n.s., F2(1, 27) = .04,
p = n.s.). These ﬁndings suggest that event properties encoded in
memory are retrieved during duration judgments, with increasing
duration attributed to events of the same clock duration as a
function of content condition.
1.2.3. Regression analyses
To evaluate the extent of the contribution of sub-event and similarity aspects of the animations on duration judgments, which
unlike speeded recognition, involve deeper recollection, we conducted by-item hierarchical multiple regressions and examined
the proportion of variance accounted for by sub-event and similarity scores (obtained from the independent pre-test studies). Note
that there was no signiﬁcant correlation between the scores for
the number of segments and the similarity scores (r = .09,
p = .40). In the ﬁrst step of the regression model, we included clock
duration as a control predictor to account for the systematic variation built across triads (a factor controlled for in the analyses
above). This regression model thus contained mean ratings per
item as dependent variable and clock duration as predictor. In
the second step, we added sub-event scores to the ﬁrst regression
model. This revealed a signiﬁcant increase in the proportion of
variance accounted for: R2 increased from .47 to .53
(Fchange(1, 81) = 9.35, p = .003). In the third step, we added similarity ratings to this regression model, which also revealed a signiﬁcant increase in the proportion of variance accounted for: here R2
increased from .53 to .57 (Fchange(1, 80) = 7.66, p = .007). This pattern of signiﬁcance remained the same regardless of the order in
which the predictors were added into the model and regardless
of the pre-test measures used—means or medians. Table 3 reports
the statistics of the full regression model. Thus, although clock
duration is able to explain a signiﬁcant proportion of duration
attributions, both the number of perceived sub-events and
sub-event similarity signiﬁcantly improve the ﬁt, suggesting that
participants evaluate duration from the event structure encoded
in memory. Speciﬁcally, increasing the number of sub-events in a
sequence leads to increased duration attributions, whereas
increasing the similarity between sub-events leads to decreased

Table 3
Multiple regression model for the rating results of Experiment 1.
Model

B

SE B

1.

Constant
Clock duration

2.14
.31

.23
.04

.69*

2.

Constant
Clock duration
Number of sub-events

1.98
.21
.16

.22
.05
.05

.48*
.31*

Constant
Clock duration
Number of sub-events
Similarity

2.75
.20
.16
.15

.35
.04
.05
.05

.45*
.31*
.21*

3.

* Indicates p 6 .007.

b

duration judgments (hence, the negative relationship in Table 3),
suggesting as hypothesized, that increased dissimilarity relates to
increased duration judgments.
1.3. Discussion
Both the recognition latencies for the recognition memory judgments and the duration ratings displayed a signiﬁcant effect of
condition, with a positive trend over conditions. The results of
the memory task suggest that correct recognition latencies were
modulated by qualitative aspects of the animations. This was likely
due to both the nature of the task and the stimuli. Indeed, discrimination between highly similar seen and unseen items makes the
task more difﬁcult overall and promotes recollection of episodic
details, albeit within the task constraints of rapid decisions
(Malmberg, 2008). Moreover, our stimulus conditions were such
that the degree of match between a given probe frame and the
underlying memory representation of the animations would vary
across conditions. The basic condition for example can be represented with a single schema that repeats over time (e.g., same
actions, objects and colors occur over time), and therefore, any
consistent or inconsistent frame with that basic pattern would be
easily detected. In contrast, the dissimilar condition contained
changes in colors, paths or shapes (different sub-events). Any
potential frame belonging to such an animation would need to
be checked against these changing features (the frame could have
occurred at earlier or later stages of the animation). This may lead
to relatively more features being checked when deciding on complex animations, thus resulting in longer response latencies.
Whichever the case, it is clear that qualitative aspects of the animations, which varied as a function of condition, played a role in
correct recognition.
Importantly, the duration ratings display strong correlations
with an animation’s individual properties. In particular, the results
showed independent contributions of the number of segments and
similarity between them to the duration ratings, over and above
clock duration. These ﬁndings suggest that during the duration
judgment process, animations were recollected and individual
properties retrieved, leading to longer duration attributions as
the segmental and similarity structures change. This conﬁrms our
expectation that qualitative item-based recollection would be
involved in the duration judgment task, and furthermore, supports
the hypothesis that participants’ segmentation and structuring of
an animation’s content during learning, as suggested by event segmentation theory and the role of similarity in memory (Faber &
Gennari, 2015; Kurby & Zacks, 2008), is reﬂected in scalar duration
judgments.
Nevertheless, certain aspects of the judgment task (both here
and in our previous study) may not have been ideal. Participants
are asked to evaluate the duration of an animation relative to
others and place it in an ordinal scale. Because during learning
and encoding, participants did not attend to duration but to what
happened in the animation, they do not have access to duration
information as such to make duration comparisons. The decision
processes and perhaps inferences that led to a response may have
unduly inﬂuenced the results. Indeed, it is possible that decisions
result in longer judgments when animations contain more distinctive details relative to others, and thus, estimations might not
straightforwardly reﬂect memory of the unfolding events, but decision processes. Because our ultimate aim is to understand how the
temporal development of events is represented, rather than how
duration judgments are provided, it is essential to investigate these
representations with more straightforward measures. We therefore conducted a similar learning experiment but this time, we
probed the content of the memory representations by asking participants to mentally reproduce or replay the events of the
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animation in their original time course. This task is appropriate
because it provides a measure of the duration of the mental replaying of the events, without explicitly asking for duration reproduction, as in timing paradigms, and thus directly relies on the
encoded content to reconstruct what happened in the events.
2. Experiment 2: Recognition memory and mental reproduction
of events
In this experiment, we used the same stimuli and learning paradigm as in Experiment 1. We also used the same recognition memory task to attempt to replicate our previous results. Importantly,
to probe the memory representations extracted from the animations, and in particular, the representation of their temporal
unfolding, we asked participants to mentally replay the animations
exactly as they have experienced them in their original time
course. This task was triggered by the presentation of the
cue-frame, and participants clicked the mouse when they were
done mentally replaying each animation. We measured how long
the animations were mentally replayed for. As before, we sought
some assurance that participants had indeed learned the animation so as to not contaminate these measures with guesses, using
memory scores to exclude participants with poor memory.
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
A total of 88 native English speakers, students at the University
of York, were tested (26% males). Three participants were unable to
perform the tasks (noncompliance) and four participants who
showed poor memory performance were excluded in order to
match recognition memory performance across conditions. The
exclusion cutoff was generally set at 50% correct responses in
any one of the conditions and/or a false alarm rate of 50% or higher
as in Experiment 1, but in order to counterbalance the number of
participants per list, one participant with lower accuracy (44% percent correct in one condition) was kept in the dataset. This resulted
in non-signiﬁcant differences across conditions in correct recognition memory (basic: M = 91%, numerous: M = 90%, dissimilar:
M = 90%; Friedman’s test = n.s.).
2.1.2. Stimuli
The 28 animation triads described in Experiment 1 were also
used in this experiment.
2.1.3. Design and procedure
The design of this study was similar to that of Experiment 1. The
28 stimulus triads were arranged into three different lists as was
done for Experiment 1 (one condition per triad but all conditions
across items). These lists were randomly assigned to participants.
The study task was identical to that used in Experiment 1, except
that participants were given the option to watch the animations
again after the third cycle during learning. This was done to guarantee good memory encoding. Thus, after the third presentation
cycle, participants were asked whether they were conﬁdent that
they have learned the animations or whether they wanted to see
the animations once more. If they responded positively, the program automatically cycled through the animations again in random order (21 participants chose this option and watched the
animations a fourth time). If a participant was conﬁdent of having
learned the animations, the program moved on to the next task.
The memory task was identical to that of Experiment 1. As
before, correct recognition rate was equalized across conditions.

Overall correct performance was high, with correct recognition
and correct rejections averaging 87% across participants. False
alarms averaged 17% across participants, although across
conditions, they indicated as before that the numerous and the
dissimilar conditions were increasingly harder to discriminate
compared to the basic condition (basic = 4%, numerous = 19%,
dissimilar = 27%). From the memory data, we analyzed response
latencies to YES-correct responses. Outliers above 3 standard deviations from each participant’s and each condition’s mean response
times were removed to obtain near normal distributions (less than
5% of the analyzed data).
In the ﬁnal surprise task, participants were instructed to mentally reproduce or replay the animation associated with the
cue-frame in the way it exactly occurred over the original time
course until it reached its original ending point. Each trial in this
task started with the display of a cue-frame from those studied
in the corresponding list (see Fig. 2). To minimize hand movements
and time delays, participants were instructed to rest their index
ﬁnger on the left-hand side button of a computer mouse throughout the task. Participants used their dominant hand to provide
responses. Upon seeing the frame, they had to mentally replay
the corresponding animation and click on the mouse as soon as
they were done. Reproduction times were computed from the
beginning of the cue frame presentation up to participants’ mouse
response. For each individual reproduction time, we computed a
ratio score as in previous studies (Boltz, 1995). These scores represent the ratio of reproduced duration to clock duration, which
indexes the extent to which the duration of the mentally reproduced event was larger or smaller than the actual event duration
(a ratio of 1 indicates no difference between reproduced and actual
duration). Outliers above and below 3 standard deviations from
each participant’s and each condition’s mean ratio scores were
removed from the data (39 trials out of a total of 2268 cases).
Note that as in Experiment 1, analyses conducted on all scores or
on scores selected based on memory accuracy revealed similar
results. For the regression analyses, we simply used the reproduction times in milliseconds as the dependent variable (after outliers
had been removed as done for the recognition latencies) to conduct
the same regression analyses as those in Experiment 1.
2.2. Results
2.2.1. Memory judgment latencies
As the memory task was identical to that of Experiment 1, we
expected to replicate these ﬁndings. As shown in Table 4, response
latencies varied across condition and displayed an overall positive
trend. On average, the items in the numerous condition took 77 ms
longer to recognize than those in the basic condition, whereas the
dissimilar condition took 109 ms longer than the basic condition.
Statistical tests revealed the same pattern of results as that in
Experiment 1 (a main effect of condition with log-transform
latencies as dependent variable: F1(2, 160) = 3.04, p = .05, g2 = .04;
F2(2, 54) = 5.11, p = .009, g2 = .16) and signiﬁcant positive trends:
F1(1,80) = 5.24, p = .03, g2 = .06, F2(1, 27) = 8.85, p = .006, g2 = .25
with no signiﬁcant residual variance: F1 (1, 80) = 0.5, p = n.s.,
Table 4
Response latencies and mental reproductions in Experiment 2.
Condition
Task and measure

Basic

Numerous

Dissimilar

Recognition – correct trials (ms) 1499 (22.21) 1576 (27.65) 1608 (28.83)
Mental reproduction
1.12 (0.01)
1.14 (0.01)
1.17 (0.01)
(ratio scores)
Note: Standard errors are provided in parentheses and were computed following
Loftus and Mason (1994).
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F2(1, 27) = 0, p = n.s.). These results replicate the ﬁndings of
Experiment 1 and therefore suggest that encoded structural properties of the animations are activated during recognition, with
more event properties leading to longer response latencies.
2.2.2. Mental reproduction task
We expected that the time taken to mentally reproduce an
event relative to its actual clock duration (ratio scores) would
increase across the basic and dissimilar conditions as before, due
to more information being stored across conditions as a function
of sub-event numbers and sub-event dissimilarity. The mean ratio
scores per condition are displayed in Table 4 and indeed showed
that the dissimilar condition took longer to mentally reproduce
than the basic condition, with the numerous condition located
somewhere in-between. In milliseconds, items in the basic condition took on average 6428 ms to be mentally replayed, those in
the numerous condition took 6497 ms and those in the dissimilar
condition took 6613 ms. The overall pattern of statistical results
resembled those reported above using ratio scores as dependent
variable: a main effect of condition (F1(2, 160) = 3.64, p = .03,
g2 = .04; F2(2, 54) = 4.16, p = .02, g2 = .13) and signiﬁcant positive
trends (F1(1, 80) = 6.14, p = .02, g2 = .07; F2(1, 27) = 6.28, p = .02,
g2 = .19) with no signiﬁcant residual variance (F1(1, 80) = 0.33,
p = n.s., F2(1, 27) = 0.33, p = n.s.). These results suggest that event
properties encoded in memory are retrieved during mental reproduction, with reproduction times for events of the same clock
duration increasing as a function of conditions.
2.2.3. Regression analyses
To evaluate the individual contribution of sub-event and similarity properties in explaining event reproduction times, we conducted by-item hierarchical multiple regressions similar to those
reported in Experiment 1. We examined the proportion of variance
accounted for by sub-event and similarity scores (those obtained in
the stimulus pre-tests), after clock duration was taken into account
in the regression model. The ﬁrst step of the regression model thus
included clock duration as predictor and mean reproduction times
per item as the dependent variable. We found that adding
sub-event scores to this regression model signiﬁcantly increased
the proportion of variance accounted for: R2 increased from .66
to .75 (Fchange(1, 81) = 29.92, p < .001). In the next step, we found
that the addition of similarity scores to the model also signiﬁcantly
increased the proportion of variance accounted for: R2 increased
from .75 to .77 (Fchange(1, 80) = 6.13, p = .02). This pattern of significance remained, regardless of the order in which predictors were
entered into the model and regardless of whether means or medians from the pre-test studies were used. Table 5 provides the
statistics for the full model. Thus, both the number of perceived
sub-events and sub-event similarity play a role in event mental
reproductions once clock duration is taken into account, suggesting
that participants mentally replayed the events based on the event
structure encoded in memory.
Table 5
Multiple regression model for the mental reproduction results of Experiment 2.
Model

B

SE B

1.

Constant
Clock duration

3147.69
563.91

285.63
45.16

.81**

2.

Constant
Clock duration
Number of sub-events

2811.45
374.04
314.78

253.16
52.08
57.54

.54**
.41**

Constant
Clock duration
Number of sub-events
Similarity

3602.59
361.74
314.14
152.87

402.93
50.75
55.80
61.74

.52**
.41**
.14*

3.

* Indicates p 6 .02 and ** Indicates p < .001.

b

3. General discussion
Overall, our results suggest that for a given animation, its
sub-event and similarity structure modulates how we remember
or reconstruct the event’s temporal unfolding: more sub-events
and less similar ones led to longer recognition latencies, duration
attributions and mental reproductions. Moreover, the number of
sub-events and their similarity accounted for orthogonal portions
of variance across items, suggesting separate contributions of each
event property. Although our memory-based judgments (recognition memory and duration attributions) appear different in nature
from our mental replaying task, the results across all three tasks
are remarkably consistent, suggesting similar inﬂuences emerging
from learning. Dynamic events, like real world events, are multidimensional entities containing objects, motion and spatial information, along with cause-effect and other contingency relations. Any
of these dimensions, and particularly, a change in any of them, may
inﬂuence people’s perception of sub-event units (Liverence &
Scholl, 2012; Zacks, 2004) and their degree of similarity.
Therefore, our results are important because they reveal underlying mechanisms at play when learning and reconstructing past
events from memory: sub-event and similarity stimulus properties
mediate the recently formed representations of events and consequently, the reconstruction of the events’ unfolding from memory.
These ﬁndings sharply contrast with segmentation studies
investigating timing from working memory, consistent with the
claim that different tasks and paradigms target different cognitive
processes (Block & Zakay, 1997; Boltz, 2005; Zakay, 1993; Zakay,
Tsal, Moses, & Shahar, 1994). When monitoring duration in each
trial for immediate duration estimation, more perceived stimuli
lead to shorter time estimations (Block & Zakay, 1997; Liverence
& Scholl, 2012; Zakay, 1993; Zakay et al., 1994). Such results have
been argued to stem from attention mechanisms (more stimuli
appear shorter because attention is diverted from time keeping
to stimulus processing) or from working memory mechanisms
(working memory updating resulting in degraded representations).
In retrospect, however, as shown here, the more segments are
remembered to have occurred, the longer the duration judgments,
due to reliance on the encoded episodic information. This therefore
suggests that event segmentation, as proposed by event segmentation theory (Kurby & Zacks, 2008), modulates encoding and retrieval in different ways as function of task and memory mechanisms
involved. Segmentation organizes the ﬂow of experience and event
boundaries provide an opportunity to update working memory
during ongoing processing (Radvansky & Copeland, 2006;
Swallow, Zacks, & Abrams, 2009). Perhaps because of this updating
mechanism during processing, episodic encoding (if required by
the task) is organized according to the perceived event structure
(Zacks et al., 2007). Later retrieval of these memories is then more
costly as a function of the amount of episodic detail recalled (Addis
& Schacter, 2008).
Our results contribute to retrospective time research by suggesting that for spontaneously structured dynamic events, participants provide duration judgments according to the encoded
segmental and similarity structure. Our segmentation results resonate with early segmentation or chucking approaches to time
judgments (Ornstein, 1969; Poynter, 1983, 1989) in that the number of structuring cues in the stimuli—e.g., the number of tones
(Ornstein, 1969) or the number of famous names to attend to
within a list of words (Zakay et al., 1994)—correlates with longer
duration judgments of the stimuli. These previous results have
been cast in terms of stimulus number, complexity or contextual
task changes, e.g., attended names interspersed between common
words. Although one could conceive our manipulations in these
terms, complexity or change are vague concepts that can take
many forms. Instead, we attempted to specify naturally occurring
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properties of dynamic events that matter for event cognition, as
perceived by naïve observers.
More importantly, our results suggest that the individual nature
of the spontaneously encoded event units (e.g., color, shape, path
changes) and their similarity to the contexts in which they occur
play a role over and above the number of segments, not just in retrospective judgments but also in recognition memory and in the
mental replay of an event’s unfolding. This is important because
contextual similarity (or dissimilarity) has long been recognized
to modulate category formation during development (Sloutsky,
2003) and stimulus segmentation in statistical learning
(Avrahami & Kareev, 1994; Gómez & Gerken, 2000). Such research
suggests that similarity is fundamental in determining segment
identiﬁcation in the ﬁrst place, the encoded structure and learning
in general (Goldstone, 1994). Indeed, it is possible that an event
unit is perceived as such because it differs from its immediate context and/or re-occurs in different contexts (Avrahami & Kareev,
1994), particularly when the stimuli are entirely novel as speech
and objects are for a newborn. As knowledge of causal relationships in the world accumulates, event units, like those identiﬁed
here, may resemble existing knowledge (e.g., a ball bouncing off
a square) and thus segmentation does not only rely on
bottom-up similarity but also on previous experience.
Nevertheless, similarity continues to play a role in structuring
unfamiliar sequences of events—e.g., one repeating schema vs. different non-repeating ones as shown here. This previous research
together with the present results therefore argues for common
similarity-based structuring principles shaping memory formation
and the resulting memory content.
Our results also provide insights into how we build memory
representations of ordinary events, even though our stimuli are relatively short compared to many ordinary events. This is because
the spontaneous encoding mechanisms and structural properties
revealed here are likely to operate when we ﬁrst encounter novel
events during development and build schemas over time in semantic memory. Patterns of co-variation in our experience, ultimately
grounded in similarity between recurrent segments and their contexts (Goldstone, 1994), are already known to lead to schema
extraction and category formation in cognitive development
(Brady et al., 2009; Fiser & Aslin, 2005; McClelland, 2013; Orbán
et al., 2008; Sloutsky, 2003). Moreover, language studies using linguistic expressions as cues to retrieve event schemas also suggest a
role for the segmental and similarity structure of semantic memories. For example, people take longer to process, and attribute
longer durations, to descriptions associated with less similar situation contexts in semantic memory (Coll-Florit & Gennari, 2011).
Similarly, people attribute longer durations to event descriptions
which have more component sub-events, such as building a cabinet
vs. opening a cabinet or painting a room vs. painting a house (Burt &
Kemp, 1991; Coll-Florit & Gennari, 2011; Joergensen, 2008). This
suggests that event schemas (including temporal unfolding) are
also based on the event structural properties of the real world.
Therefore, it appears that the event properties revealed here not
only hold for recently formed episodic representations but also
for event schemas in semantic memory.
More generally, our approach calls for a more systematic investigation of the memory mechanisms involved in remembering both
familiar and novel dynamic events and their unfolding. Surely,
more research is needed to specify the possible bottom-up properties modulating encoding, and particularly, the role of similarity in
learning dynamic events. Likewise, event schemas in semantic
memory include information other than that emerging from a
speciﬁc sequence, such as the multiple contexts in which an event
can occur, which remains largely unexplored. Finally, the role of
hierarchical structure—e.g., smaller units embedded into larger
ones (Hanson & Hirst, 1989; Zacks et al., 2001)—in reconstructing
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an event’s temporal unfolding remains an open issue.
Nevertheless, our work provides novel insights into how we
encode and reconstruct the unfolding of dynamic events by establishing the role of encoded sub-event and similarity structures:
more sub-events and less similarity between these leads to more
encoded and retrieved information, and hence, to longer reconstructions of the events’ temporal unfolding.
Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cognition.2015.
06.014.
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